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About the Project 

Art is a language. As artists we communicate through art. In this project Art is a language. As artists we communicate through art. In this project 
I wanted to start a conversation. I began with a piece of visual imagery I wanted to start a conversation. I began with a piece of visual imagery 
and then asked artists if they wanted to finish this piece of artwork. I had and then asked artists if they wanted to finish this piece of artwork. I had 
begun the conversation but they would choose how it ended. I received begun the conversation but they would choose how it ended. I received 
replies from Turkey, Italy, United States, Belgium, Argentina and more. replies from Turkey, Italy, United States, Belgium, Argentina and more. 
I was excited by each piece of artwork I received because it gave me a I was excited by each piece of artwork I received because it gave me a 
new perspective on the original piece of artwork. It also contained a new new perspective on the original piece of artwork. It also contained a new 
voice. voice. 

The project made me think a lot about various art forms as a The project made me think a lot about various art forms as a 
method of communication. The initial image was titled Making Music. method of communication. The initial image was titled Making Music. 
I created a drawing of a man whose fingers swirled into a treble clef. I created a drawing of a man whose fingers swirled into a treble clef. 
The use of multiple voices made this project have aspects in common The use of multiple voices made this project have aspects in common 
with the creation of a piece of music. Mine was the first voice. That first with the creation of a piece of music. Mine was the first voice. That first 
visual is my tune. Each artist then added their own voice. They played visual is my tune. Each artist then added their own voice. They played 
their own instrument and completed the song. We were like a band of their own instrument and completed the song. We were like a band of 
musicians, all playing together.musicians, all playing together.



About Jina Wallwork

Jina Wallwork is an artist living in Great Britain. All of the artforms Jina Wallwork is an artist living in Great Britain. All of the artforms 
that she uses are a part of her voice. For Jina, art is a means of that she uses are a part of her voice. For Jina, art is a means of 
communication. Her artwork has been exhibited internationally and it communication. Her artwork has been exhibited internationally and it 
can be found in various public collections including the can be found in various public collections including the MoMA MoMA and the and the 
SmithsonianSmithsonian. Sometimes Jina speaks with images and at other times . Sometimes Jina speaks with images and at other times 
she expresses herself through words and music. She follows a flow of she expresses herself through words and music. She follows a flow of 
creativity that takes her in many directions. It isn’t enough to just create creativity that takes her in many directions. It isn’t enough to just create 
an image. Jina has created a portrait format alternative to the rule of an image. Jina has created a portrait format alternative to the rule of 
thirds. It is a new composition tool that any artist can use to improve thirds. It is a new composition tool that any artist can use to improve 
their artwork. Jina has a strong passion for education and a desire to their artwork. Jina has a strong passion for education and a desire to 
reach a greater understanding of herself and the world around her. As reach a greater understanding of herself and the world around her. As 
part of her continuing education and development she has received part of her continuing education and development she has received 
a degree in a degree in Fine ArtFine Art from  from Staffordshire UniversityStaffordshire University and she also has  and she also has 
another degree in another degree in Politics, Philosophy and EconomicsPolitics, Philosophy and Economics from the  from the Open Open 
UniversityUniversity. For Jina, learning is a constant and it guides everything that . For Jina, learning is a constant and it guides everything that 
she creates. she creates. 



Jina’s WebsiteJina’s Website
http://jinawallwork.com/http://jinawallwork.com/

Jina’s Facebook Jina’s Facebook 
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Jina’s InstagramJina’s Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/jinawallwork/https://www.instagram.com/jinawallwork/

Jina’s YouTubeJina’s YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/channel/https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCRLB0QCl4RBBLSuIN1doRBAUCRLB0QCl4RBBLSuIN1doRBA



Participating Artists 

Bruno Cassaglia        Bruno Cassaglia        
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Derya Avcı        Derya Avcı        
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Guido Capuano   Guido Capuano   
Honoria Starbuck           Honoria Starbuck           

Horst Tress       Horst Tress       
Jeremy GluckJeremy Gluck
Jonas JuusoJonas Juuso
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Peter Mueller      Peter Mueller      

Piotr SzreniawskiPiotr Szreniawski
Roberto KepplerRoberto Keppler

Roberto Scala            Roberto Scala            
Teri Anderson Teri Anderson 

The Wasted Angel           The Wasted Angel           
Thomas SchwarzThomas Schwarz
Viviana Andrada               Viviana Andrada               
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http://brunocassagliapoesiasonora.blogspot.com/http://brunocassagliapoesiasonora.blogspot.com/
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Zen Chicken Making MusicZen Chicken Making Music by  by 
Honoria StarbuckHonoria Starbuck

http://honoriastarbuck.com/http://honoriastarbuck.com/  
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Music. A Kind of MagicMusic. A Kind of Magic  by by 
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ShapesShapes by  by Teri Anderson Teri Anderson 
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